
AMSOIL: Marketing 

Erica Danielski 
Director of Integrated Marketing 

Jeremy Meyer 
Race Program Manager 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steve LePage: (find your seats, etc.)Good afternoon and welcome to today’s All-Dealer Forum… The AMSOIL Marketing machine has morphed into a strong voice over the past 40 years. People telling other people how great the product works is the back-bone of our marketing plan, and after four decades, the message is stronger than has ever been, with more and more people seeing and experiencing the AMSOIL brand. Two of the people that help drive that machine are Erica Danielski, our Director of Integrated Marketing and Race Program Manager, Jeremy Meyer.  Jeremy starts:  Thank the Dealers… your support in our efforts is greatly appreciated.  We have built a pretty great team in terms of expertise and experience at AMSOIL over the past few years.  The messages are getting cleaner, the places we put that message are becoming more educated and the opportunites to brand AMSOIL are endless….Erica, some people think that Marketing is easy. Spend some money and the money will just roll in.  But Marketing isn’t magic… There’s a science to it.”



SALES & MARKETING FUNNEL 
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Customer 

Convert a consumer into a customer 

Awareness 

Consideration 

Purchase 
(Conversion) 

Loyalty & 
Advocacy 
  

Consumer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erica, that’s right JeremyThis is the official Sales & Marketing Funnel.  A customer must enter the funnel and go through each ‘phase’ as they move from general awareness about you to considering your products, then to the actual conversion / sale.  You go through this funnel for every purchase you make, and every customer you interact with goes through this funnel as well.  It’s important to recognize and respect the phases.  Everything we do falls into one of these categories.  TRANSITION TO NEXT SLIDEAwareness = marketing that is meant to make people aware of your brand and product.  Mass type of reach.  TV, Racing.  Most expensive form of marketing due to the reach and impressions.Consideration = Once someone is aware of you, these are the things you do to make them consider you.  There is a difference.  I know of you.  I consider buying your product.  $ = Conversion.  The actual purchase.Jeremy and I will be talking to you today about how we partner to ensure we are markeitng at all of these levels and are balancing our spend by level.JM:  Yeah, and sometimes this funnel is extremely fast, and sometimes it takes time, right?



SALES & MARKETING FUNNEL 

Consideration:   [product] 
• Dealer sales process 
• Tradeshows 
• Technical studies 
• Website / Landing Pages 
• Blog & Forums 
• Social Media 

Awareness:  [brand] 
• Racing / events 
• TV Ads 
• Print Ads 
• Online (search & banner) 
• Social Media 
• Sweepstakes  

Awareness 

Consideration 

Purchase 
(Conversion) 

Loyalty & 
Advocacy 
  

Conversion: [promotion] 
• Website’s eCommerce 

Capabilities 
• Discount (Wholesale Opps) 
• Free Shipping 
• Product LookUp Guides 
• MyAMSOIL Garage 

 

Loyalty & Advocacy:   
• Dealers 
• Product Reviews 

• Testimonials 
• Word-of-mouth 

• Blogs & Forums 
• Social Media 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set at 3 seconds animation between each box.Might want to add more.JM



AMSOIL BRAND 
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When we market the AMSOIL 
Brand, what are we marketing? 
 
AMSOIL brand stands for: 
• Innovation 
• Performance 
• First, Leader 
• Independent 
• Quality 
• Genuine  
• Hard-working 
• American / Patriotic 
• Under-stated / Humble 
• Exclusive 
• Fast (racing) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erica:  (just flow notes, don’t stand by it)We need to understand our brand to help us fulfill the Awareness portion of our program….We have identified what the AMSOIL brand Stands for, and among other things, is Quality, Performance, Fast, and Innovation…
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AMSOIL BRANDING 

“Business has only two functions - marketing and innovation.” 
     - Milan Kundera, Nobel Prize Nominee 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JeremyPrize Nominee and author Milan Koon-der-ah said that Business has only two functions – marketing and innovation.”It is important to remember that all of our jobs are made easier because AMSOIL is an innovative company.For the past 40 years, AMSOIL has proudly proclaimed itself as a “company of Firsts”.  That innovation and forward thinking continues today, and to have a company that grasps this ideal, and strives to be better on a daily basis, makes it easier for all of us to market and sell our products.



AWARENESS: RACING 

10,040,365 On-Site Spectators 1,922 Corporate Events 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the biggest ways we accomplish this is through our racing sponsorships…  We utilize our marketing dollars across a large spectrum of racing sponsorships…And we continue to grow those sponsorships, everything from off-road trucks to motorcycle rallies…  in  2014, AMSOIL will have a presence at more than 19-hundred events and put our brand in front of more than 10-Million on-site spectators… And the Inovation we talk about is reflected by the teams we choose and the messages we ask them to convey..Roll into vide



Erik Buell Testimonial 

AWARENESS:  TV SPOTS 
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AWARENESS: TV SPOTS 
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Douglas Testimonial 2 



 
 
 
 

  Is AMSOIL just a Powersports company? 
 
 

RACING QUESTION #2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeremy,  with all of the racing that we do, all of the testing and branding that comes with it, we hear it from time-to-time, that AMSOIL is just a power sports company.  Is this true.



 
72% of all events are centered around automotive 
 
Monster Energy Supercross on-site attendance: 831,365  
 
Supercross fans are 43% more likely than NASCAR fans to change 
their own oil. 
 
 
Supercross fans spent an estimated $99,000,000 on DIY oil changes in 2012. 
 
 

   
 
 
 

AWARENESS: RACING 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
No way.First, we sell more passenger car and diesel oil than any other product, and in fact, 72% of all of the corporately sponsored events are centered around car and truck racing.In fairness, we get a lot of fans that attend power sports centric events.   We just got the numbers back from ME Supercross and 831,365 people attended an event in person in 2014.That’s a lot of people we are putting the AMSOIL logo in front of… More importantly, these people are more than just power sports. They own pick-ups, up to four cars per household and are still a heavy Do it Yourself market, more likely than NASCAR fans by 43% to change their own oil.  In fact, the DIY SX fans spent almost 100-million dollars on oil changes in 2012.But that leads us, Erica, in how do we go after these



 
 
 
 
“How does it benefit me to work a local race 
event, or a corporately sponsored event?” 

RACING QUESTION #1 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erica asks questionJM answersI believe local race events are a great opportunity, and don’t get pigeonholed to think that its just race events… it could be a bike night or a car show…The thing to remember at events is that while most of these guys are enthusiasts for the market you are attending, the also are everyday people.  They 



“Met the Oil Twins, Andy & Casey 
Jones, through my involvement 
with Perris Auto Speedway. They 
are fabulous ambassadors for the 
AMSOIL brand. Before meeting 
them, I never gave much thought 
to using AMSOIL products in my 
car, but they convinced me to 
give them a try. Now, about 2 1/2 
years later, I will only run AMSOIL 
products in my car. Simply put, 
AMSOIL is the best. Thank you 
Andy & Casey for getting me to 
step up to the good stuff.”   
          - Scott D. 
 
 
 

AWARENESS: RACING 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erica: That’s a great use of the awareness/purchasing pyramid…..Utilize the Dealer Zone to find these events…Trade Show co-op program is in place, not just for our corporate events, but all of your local events as well…We can help you with the cost of your booth space and advertising… Dealers are co-oping about 750 shows per year… but for every one Dealer in the co-op program, that Dealer is working an average of three shows per year…. So there are a lot of shows out there for you to co-op..



CAMPAIGNS 

Right Place, Right Time, Right Message. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But that leads us, Erica, in how do we go after these people. We are learning more and more about the people we are seeing at events, from the ages, income and buying habits…. And now we are crafting great campaigns for them, with the proper messaging…Erica readsGets qoute

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=CbAS1Q5jSQpdDM&tbnid=G-r81Cvs00semM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://rapgenius.com/1750556/Shingo-suzuki-high-music/Throw-it-like-a-message-in-a-bottle-was-sent-for-the-senseless-to-sense-it&ei=FtF2U-OKOo6HyASRw4HADA&bvm=bv.66917471,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNF8OwulUiryTUGRPDsh3T06jB7LpA&ust=1400382025300452


How many times does the average American need to see 
an ad before they remember it? 

CONSISTENT MESSAGING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To Jeremy’s point, as our brand continues to grow, along with the number of people we reach, impressions we make and places we appear, we must ensure a consistent message.  Any guesses …



CONSISTENT MESSAGING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are running ads with a different message or different imagery each time, you are restarting the clock each timeWe must be saying the same thing to the right people consistently.  Due to your relationship with AMSOIL, you will remember it the first time.  So, you should be tired of our ads – if not, I am not doing my job well.



CAMPAIGN:  CHANGE OIL LESS OFTEN 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General synthetic ad placed in Motor Trend and Car & DriverGood Traffic & Leads (skew DIFM)Tweaked ad to be about convenienceLeads quadrupled in 2014



Q:  How is the AMSOIL print marketing 
evolving? 
 

PRINT QUESTION #1 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erica, these ads have been showing up in a lot of car magazines, including Car & Driver…  I’ve been hear for about a decade now, and we are seeing a lot of changes in print marketing….  More focus on campaigns and integrated, consistent messaging across all platforms.  The decades of solid print advertising has earned us some opportunity to take the earned awareness and take it to the next level.  A bit more DIFM, marketing to the owners/purchasers for Auto Service Centers, independent mechanics, technicians.



Q:  I have seen a few new landing pages 
on www.amsoil.com.  What is your plan 
for new landing pages? 
 
How are they working? 

ONLINE MARKETING QUESTION #1 

18 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PCLT:  Existing page, but traffic increased 25% with new print and online push (8,000 new sessions).  87% of visitors are new to the siteSpending 50% longer on this page, bounce rate decreased 66%77% of people are diving into pages beyond thisDieselMotorcycleOutdoor AdventuresSnow

http://www.amsoil.com/


CAMPAIGN:  CHANGE OIL LESS OFTEN 
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www.amsoil.com/onceayear 
 
 

www.amsoil.com/auto 
 

http://www.amsoil.com/onceayear
http://www.amsoil.com/auto


Q:  How can I use banner ads locally in 
my area? 
 
MOVE THIS OUT 
 

ONLINE MARKETING QUESTION #2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Banner ads are in the Dealer ZoneContact car and rider clubs, snowmobile trail sites, event sites in your area and inquire about the cost of placing an AMSOIL banner on their website.  When you send the banner to the club for placement, direct traffic to your websiteVia the ZO transfer link (details in the DealerZone), you will receive commission from any sales this customer makes at www.amsoil.com and they will be assigned to you as an account



AMSOIL for Any Engine 
• Running in numerous publications 

 
• Increase share of wallet 

 
• Landing page TBD 

 
 

21 

CAMPAIGN:  ANY ENGINE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erica, Over the years, we have fought the good fight, about “Oh yeah, I run you in my bike.  My truck?  I hadn’t considered that.”



CAMPAIGN:  ANY ENGINE 
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Any Engine 



Q:  Does AMSOIL Buy (media) space 
with broadcasters to run the TV spots? 
 

TV QUESTION #1 

23 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A:  No, we do not.  Typical media spend $1.5M/wkWe select our race series partnerships in large part due to the TV time we receive.



 
600 Original Hours of 
Programming 
 
70 Million Viewers 
 
On-line programming 
increasing 
 
5 million on-line viewers 

AMSOIL Racing: TV Rights 

24 



Q:  With the proliferation of online, is print 
dead, and how can I use it in my business? 
 
 
 

PRINT QUESTION #2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
No, print is not dead.  Just as radio did not die with the invention of TV, there is a role for each.  Plays a role at the awareness level.  More branding, less immediate conversion to sale.Certain niche groups over-index with print while others under-index.  Dependent upon the age of the consumer and the degree to which the activity is a lifestyle, or a hobby.Congratulations, this is a great step.  Read the G47AThe top 10-12 print ads are in the DealerZone in four standard sizes.  (Business Tools If you can identify a Graphic Designer in your area, at a local college, etc., he or she can add your name and contact information onto the ad’s badge area.Place that ad in the newsletters or program booklets for local car clubs, snowmobile clubs, car shows, truck shows, benefit rides.  Hang it at bait shops, convenience stores, etc.
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CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 



CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 
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Motorcycle Heat Preview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep with the Rid Hard Run Cool Theme here



CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 
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www.amsoil.com/motorcycle 
 

http://www.amsoil.com/motorcycle
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CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 



CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 

Motorcycle Paid Search Example 

NERVOUS ABOUT INCLUSION of THIS… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6 sales cost $82



CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 
New motorcycle landing page is already ranking organically for ‘synthetic sport bike oil’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drives traffic to site, leads and assigned accounts



Q:  Why does it seem there are there 
fewer ‘leads’ now? 
 

PRINT QUESTION #4 

32 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
there are fewer assigned leads because there are more assigned accounts.In this day-and-age of the internet, Google search, social media and overall immediate gratification, far fewer people are willing to wait to become a lead. This is not only the effect of the internet, but also the cause.  The awareness that racing and print drive is why it is so important to ensure your business / Dealership is well-represented online.  People are seeing the AMSOIL brand and are proactively seeking it out online.  Making a purchase.  Account is assigned to a T-1 Dealer in the area.  



33 



Q:  If I can’t afford a lot of online marketing, 
what should I do first? 
 

ONLINE QUESTION #2 

34 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1)  Make sure you have a website.Ensure that your website clearly explains the benefits of AMSOIL, the benefit of synthetic oil, how to make a purchase and how to reach you.Quantity of content  ≠  Quality contentEducate yourself on local search  



ONLINE QUESTION #2 (cont.) 
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Local Search, Explained: 
“Local search is the next online goldmine.” - AdAge 
 
• People are searching online for something somewhere 
• The ‘somewhere’ can be expressed explicitly or implicitly  

• Explicit mention of one’s location in the search term is rarely necessary now 
• Search Engines are getting better at knowing your location 
• Mobile phones can determine your location with extreme accuracy 

• Employ local search well = your website will be displayed top among organic 
results for anyone searching in your area (whether they state the area or not)  

• No advertising cost 
How do I do this?   
1. Keywords and location in the HTML information for your site 
2. Include your full address & phone number (with area code) on every page  
3. Include your geographic and service keywords in your business title 

• “AMSOIL Dealer Ron Jones – Jackson, MS” 
4. Google Places  Google+ Local 

• List your business 
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CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeremy:This message continues into our event marketing as well… we reach more the 1.8 million people as the Official oil of the five main motorcycle rallies, including Sturgis and Daytona Bike Week.



37 

CAMPAIGN:  RIDE HARD. RUN COOL. 

 Official Oil of Sturgis Buffalo Chip 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that includes the recent addition as the Official Oil of the Sturgis Buffalo Chip…This is a mecca for rally goers in Sturgis, with some of the biggest concerts and events happening at The Chip…Including the inaugural TORC Series presented by AMSOIL race being held mid-week at the venue….We will have a big display at the venue along with exclusive oil changes…



CAMPAIGN:  BUILDING LEGENDS  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That turns us into Building Legends.Jeremy talks about the start to finish portion of this program and why it is important….This ad is running in all of our dirt magazines including all of the event programs at AX, SX and Loretta’s.  And on TV you will find…



CAMPAIGN:  BUILDING LEGENDS 
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CAMPAIGNS:  BUILDING LEGENDS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erica picks up 



CAMPAIGNS: BUILDING LEGENDS 
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• Online, AX, SX, Loretta Lynn’s, TORC, GNCC, 
ATVMX, 5 Rallies 

• Runs through 11/20/14 
• 23,978 entries to-date, 80% provided an e-mail 

address 
• Email nurture campaign 

Building Legends Sweepstakes 



Q:  Why are we doing sweepstakes? 
 

SWEEPSTAKES QUESTION #1 

42 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drives traffic to AMSOIL booth for Dealers working these eventsBuilding an email list per series to nurture (~80% not current customers)Excitement and buzz on social media



CAMPAIGNS: BUILDING LEGENDS 
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Display at Supercross, Arenacross and Loretta Lynn’s 



Changes to Performance for Serious Adventure 
CAMPAIGNS:  Get Trail Ready 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve been running a contest and ad campaign for the outdoor market around Get Trail Ready….That is changing
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CAMPAIGNS:  Performance for Serious  
       Adventure 



• Landing Page in Dev 
• Banner Ads 
• Social Media 
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CAMPAIGNS:  Performance for Serious  
       Adventure 



Q:  What is the next TV spot you are working 
on? 
 

TV QUESTION #2 

47 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A:  Brand spotHow AMSOIL is made and why we make some of the formulation, sourcing and production decisions we doMarine ad – HP MarineMarine ad - QuickshotNext, likely a spot for passenger car / light truck motor oil.



CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Print ad placed 30 times in 10 rider mags
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Snowmobile Specialized Oil: Piston Protection 
CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 
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Snowmobile Specialized Oil: Warranty Secure 
CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 



    How can we as Dealers use the TV spots? 
 

TV QUESTION #3 

51 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AMSOIL has placed all of the spots on the AMSOIL Inc. YouTube page.  You can find them on YouTube link / embed them onto your webpages.  Share them from our social network pages onto yours.



• All 4 videos on AMSOIL YouTube page 
• Also ran ads on YouTube when people searched key terms 
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CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 



Landing Page, YouTube, Banners & Social Media 
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CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 



Q:  Does social media really work? 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA QUESTION #2 
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• Enormous Networks, Growing Daily 
• Over 80% of U.S. adults use social 

media regularly  

• 25% of all global time spent online is on 
social media 

• Facebook:  Over 1.3BN users; 555M 
are daily users 

• Twitter: over 255M users; 45M are 
daily users   

• 58M Tweets every day 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pop-up on statsYes, but is where one falls in love with and becomes loyal to your brand or your businessSpeak to the lifestyleSoft-sellUse humor!



Specialized Oil Sweepstakes: 
•WIN a snowmobile trip for two to Big Sky Country 
•Register at Snow Events or online at AMSOILS Racing 
•Ended 3/31; winner selected 
•9,328 Entries; 79% provided an e-mail address 

Promoted via: 
• Insert in publications 
• Event Jumbotron Video 
• Event Signage & Registration 
• Online Banner Ads 
• Social Media 
• Press Release 

CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 



Display at HayDays, AMSOIL Championship Snocross, East 
Coast Snocross, Canadian Snocross Racing Association, Eagle 
River Derby 
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CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeremy – Specialized oil, as well as our sweepstakes continued to be a big push at events… with AMSOIL registering more than 9,000 people on site…That brings a lot of people into the booth…
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CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 
Merchandising for Dealer Co-op 

Pump Toppers – in field testing 
Little Store – Iron River, WI 
1st Month:  Increased 1200% 



THANK YOU 
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Q:  If Facebook and Twitter are the 
largest networks, what is the difference 
between them? 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA QUESTION #1 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facebook – what you are doingLike your life yearbook.  Picture-heavy.  Twitter – what you are thinking. Heavy as a 2nd or 3rd screen.



Q:  We know the AMSOIL Corporate is 
becoming involved in more tradeshows. 
Why and how do you decide which 
shows? 

TRADESHOW QUESTION #2 

60 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need for consistent messageBooths are expensive, not just for assets, but engagement (engagement is key)Involved in the large shows the require a corporate presence (SEMA, PRI, etc.)10 shows



Q:  I’ve heard there are over 500 social 
networks.  Is that true?  
 
If so, what are the most popular? 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA QUESTION #3 

61 



30M 

300M 200M 

70M 

300M 

40M 40M 

120M 

45M 

SOCIAL MEDIA QUESTION #3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AMSOIL is on many other social networks, we will continue to monitor emerging networksGet involved, it is far easier than you think.  If you feel overwhelmed in any way, do a Google search, research on YouTube



Q:  How can I become involved with the 
AMSOIL events? 

TRADESHOW QUESTION #3 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All opportunities are posted online DealerZone  Services  Sponsored Event OpportunitiesDJs, Direct Dealers and T-1 Dealers at no-costApply and we will notify you of selection



Q:  There are a lot of local tradeshows 
for some of our segments.  How do I 
become involved in them, on behalf of 
AMSOIL? 

TRADESHOW QUESTION #1 

64 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apply to have a booth with the tradeshow directly Submit to AMSOIL for co-opAMSOIL has available for purchase:  10x10, 10x20, 8’ Pop-up Display wall, Racing Tradeshow VideoComing this year:  table skirts and flagsSign up as many accounts as you can.  Sell product if you can.  Bring PCLT and diesel product as wel.
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Snowmobile Specialized Oil: Cold Flow 
CAMPAIGN:  SPECIALIZED OIL 
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AMSOIL FACEBOOK 

67 



Facebook Humor: 
AWARENESS: SOCIAL (Facebook) 

68 
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